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Summary
• Financial markets are adjusting to the new regime of greater volatility, uncertainty and divergence in market 

performance. A more dynamic portfolio approach is needed – and if investors have confidence in their ability to pick 

good managers, active strategies should play a bigger role in portfolios today, in our view. Active strategies include 

dynamic approaches to indexing. 

• Static asset allocations – or set-and-forget portfolios – are a reasonable starting point but we don’t think they 

will deliver as in the past. The era of ultra-low interest rates is in the past and future expected returns look less 

attractive. We believe excess returns over cash will be much lower for static exposures as a result.

• Macro uncertainty has ballooned since the pandemic struck – and dispersion of returns has increased. The new, 

more volatile and more uncertain regime has led to heightened dispersion in some markets. There’s less conviction 

about the path ahead – the range of estimates on key macro data like inflation has grown wider. The range of U.S. 

stock returns has grown markedly wider. That means there are more opportunities for skilled managers to find and 

deliver active returns, in our view. We define active returns as above-benchmark returns that can’t be explained by 

static exposures to macro and equity style factors. 

• We find that alpha-seeking managers acting more frequently on their insights may be better rewarded in this 

new regime. Does that mean skilledmanagers have added more active returns? Our research suggests so, even after 

excluding the pandemic’s most volatile periods. 

• Professional managers as a group have not become more skilled at delivering active returns overall – but we do 

find today’s environment is more conducive for skilled managers to deliver more active returns. The top-

performing developed market (DM) equity and hedge fund managers have been delivering more active returns by 

exploiting the new regime’s uncertainty and dispersion. We assume a fee for active returns in DM equities based on a 

manager fee survey, as fees can vary and be negotiated. For hedge funds, active returns are net of fees, as overall 

hedge fund returns are reported net of fees. 

• All this only matters if investors can reliably pick top managers. Why? Delivering top-ranking active returns 

consistently is difficult. Finding managers that do requires extensive research and monitoring, which can be costly. 

That’s more important now as the new regime more clearly separates the outperformers from the rest. Investors with 

a preference for rules-based strategies or those with limited governance budget may choose to keep their entire 

portfolio in index tools. 
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Bigger impact
Deviating from a hypothetical 60/40 portfolio

Beyond simple approaches 
We’ve long argued that the defining feature of the post-pandemic era is greater macro and market volatility. Persistent 

supply constraints along with mega forces, or big structural shifts like the low-carbon transition and demographic 

divergence, means the stable growth and inflation of the Great Moderation won’t be returning, in our view. Such an 

environment powered joint bull markets in stocks and bonds in the four decades leading up to the pandemic. 

We don’t see stocks and bonds rising together in the same way going forwards. In the decade leading up to the 

pandemic, developed market (DM) stocks and bonds outperformed the returns from cash by roughly 10 and 2 

percentage points respectively, per Bloomberg as of 31 Dec. 2023. We believe the future excess return over cash from 

stocks will be much lower, as persistent inflationary pressures and mega forces keep interest rates above pre-pandemic 

levels. Getting the asset mix right matters much more now. See the left chart. It shows the estimated impact of 

choosing to hold 20% more or less stocks than a hypothetical traditional portfolio mix (with 60% in stocks and 40% in 

bonds) – shown for illustrative purposes – during the Great Moderation (yellow lines) and the new regime (orange bars). 

We find the return impact – even with a different asset mix – is likely much lower in the past. This isn’t about the starting 

point of a traditional portfolio being better or worse today – that will always depend on an investor’s objectives. But 

changing the portfolio mix has a much greater impact today than it did in the past – those choices matter more. 

So simple, static approaches don’t go as far when combining  stocks and fixed income – both are unlikely to rise 

together the same way, in our view. But is that true for single asset classes too? Our work explains why we believe a 

dynamic investing approach that acts on insight and expertise more frequently could be better rewarded in the new 

regime. See the right chart. It assumes an investor’s predictions for future U.S. equity sector returns turn out to be 

accurate. Acting on this hypothetical ability more frequently would have paid off much more since 2020 (see the right 

bars) than in the four years prior (left bars). Even if we exclude 2023 from the analysis – a year when a handful of mega 

cap tech stocks contributed strongly to overall U.S. equity returns – we find the same results. The orange bars – a 

simple, static approach of buying and holding – are much lower than the yellow and green bars, even with this 

hypothetical ability. The upshot? It’s not just good insight, but also acting on it in a timely manner, that would have 

yielded greater rewards than buy-and-hold strategies since 2020. This hypothetical exercise highlights how skill and 

insight may be better rewarded in the new regime – we think investment expertise is likely to give portfolios an edge. 

We define the outperformance of market benchmarks that aren’t explained by broader macro, market and style factors 

as active returns. We calculate active returns in line with our framework for blending returns: stripped of factor exposure 

and assume a fee for active returns in equities (hedge fund returns are reported net of fees). Fees can reduce and 

potentially eliminate active returns when applied. See more in Assumptions section of the appendix. We find active 

returns are more disperse among some alpha-seeking managers in the new regime – and that means skilled managers 

are delivering more active returns – and other managers less – since 2020. 

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results. Index returns do 
not account for fees. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. For illustrative 
purposes only. These do not represent actual portfolios and do not constitute investment 
advice. This information is not intended as a recommendation to invest in any particular 
asset class or strategy or as a promise - or even estimate - of future performance. Source: 
BlackRock Investment Institute with data from LSEG Datastream and Morningstar. 
Returns data as of September 2023. Notes: The chart illustrates the contrast between 
estimated average annual relative performance of two hypothetical portfolios against a 
60-40 global equity-global bond portfolio since January 2020 over the Great 
Moderation era  (Jan 1990-Dec 2019) of stable growth and inflation. We show 
hypothetical performance of portfolios comprising a 40%-global equity-60% global 
bond split and an 80% global equity-20% global bond mix. Index proxies: MSCI AC 
World for equities and the Bloomberg Global Aggregate Index for bonds. We use the 
actual returns for both indexes using LSEG data to estimate portfolio returns. 

Greater rewards for good insight
Hypothetical impact of acting on U.S. sector insight

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Index returns do not 
account for fees. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Source: BlackRock 
Investment Institute, MSCI with data from Bloomberg, January 2024. Notes: The chart 
shows monthly U.S. equity returns – based on the MSCI USA – in the old and new 
regime under three scenarios: keeping the holdings unchanged (buy-and-hold), yearly 
rebalances and semi-annual rebalances. The rebalances optimize the hypothetical 
portfolio for returns, diversification and risk with perfect foresight of equity sector 
returns in the MSCI USA index. This analysis uses historical returns and has been 
conducted with the benefit of hindsight. Future returns may vary and these results may 
not be the same for other asset classes. It does not consider potential transaction costs 
that may detract from returns. It also does not represent an actual portfolio and is 
shown for illustrative purposes only. 
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Uncertainty fuels dispersion
Why could there be a greater reward for being more dynamic today? One defining aspect of today’s environment is its 

heightened macro uncertainty. The widening range of economist estimates on data like inflation is one indicator of how 

uncertain the new regime is. See the left chart. It shows the dispersion in near term U.S. and euro area inflation forecasts 

from a survey of economists. Since 2020, that dispersion has spiked. Even though inflation was unlikely to persist at 

such elevated levels coming out of the pandemic, we believe structural supply constraints and geopolitical 

fragmentation mean there will be less consensus about key macro variables than we’ve become used to. Mega forces 

like the transition to a low-carbon economy, demographic divergences and geopolitical fragmentation are set to make 

inflation more volatile – and we think it’s set to rollercoaster, resurging in 2025. Forecasters are less certain about what 

lies ahead – such is the uncertainty of the new regime. 

Another driver underpinning the current environment is the heightened dispersion of market returns in the new regime. 

See the right chart. It shows how far the monthly returns of individual S&P 500 stocks deviate from the overall average. 

Those returns have been more dispersed since 2020 (green line) than in the decade prior (yellow line). We believe that 

reflects the new regime’s elevated macro uncertainty, and how companies are coping with higher borrowing costs and 

increased pressure on profit margins. 

What’s the potential upside to greater uncertainty? Investment expertise could prove more valuable as those with deeper 

market insights could exploit the resulting increase in market dispersion. This potential for greater rewards from 

combining a dynamic approach with investment skill is why we believe active strategies could play a bigger role in some 

portfolios now. 

Active returns can be generated in different ways. We think investors with the resources and skills to find top-performing 

managers could pivot portfolios towards active strategies and away from static broad market exposure, sometimes 

called beta. Being dynamic with index strategies is also a source of active returns. An active approach to indexing would 

allow investors to exploit their skill in timing markets and their ability to consistently pick exposure to the right sectors, 

regions and styles. But that preference for active strategies would hinge on the ability to reliably pick skilled managers 

and depends on fee constraints, portfolio objectives and the governance budget allocated to cover the costs involved in 

finding top alpha-seeking managers and monitoring their performance.

The new regime’s heightened uncertainty and greater dispersion mean investment insight and expertise could be better 

rewarded today than in the past. So how have alpha-seeking managers fared in this new environment? 

4

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results, and index returns 
do not account for fees. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Source: BlackRock 
Investment Institute, with data from LSEG Datastream, February 2024. Notes: The chart 
shows the dispersion in S&P 500 monthly stock returns on a daily basis and the median 
level of dispersion from July 2010 after the global financial crisis through 2019, and 
from 2020 through Jan. 31, 2024.

Greater dispersion
Dispersion of S&P 500 performance, 2010-2024
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Greater potential rewards for skill
Our thought experiment on page 3 suggests there’s greater rewards for investment insight in this new regime. Greater 

macro uncertainty and market dispersion suggests skilled managers with deeper insights could exploit today’s 

environment. But does the data suggest skill is better rewarded now? 

We assessed a broad universe of equity and fixed income managers, and hedge funds to find out. We find that active 

returns for developed market (DM) equity and hedge fund managers has been more dispersed post-pandemic. The left 

chart shows the interquartile range of active returns – the difference between the top 25% and the bottom 25% ranks, 

or quartiles – for DM equity managers has widened since 2020. We find that’s true for hedge fund managers too. For DM 

equity fund managers, the interquartile range of active returns has grown to the highest in more than a decade. Top-

performing managers are delivering more active returns than worst-performing managers are. The conclusion: greater 

dispersion in returns across markets is translating to more dispersion among some alpha-seeking managers.

That’s not the case for fixed income. One potential reason: the drivers for active returns in fixed income can be linked to 

macro factors, like central bank policy rates. DM central banks shared similar policy stances since the global financial 

crisis (GFC). Pre-pandemic, they mostly kept interest rates low or even negative with constant bond buying to reinforce 

loose monetary policy. Since the pandemic, they’ve rapidly hiked rates to battle persistently high inflation. Mostly similar 

policy stances across DM central banks may have created some active return opportunities for managers quick to bet on 

rising rates. But it means the active returns on offer didn’t necessarily come from regional dispersion. With interest rates 

peaking, divergences in the outlook for inflation could lead to some policy divergence across DM central banks – and 

opportunities to exploit. Our analysis reaffirms previous findings: information ratios – a risk-adjusted measure of active 

returns – are higher in fixed income than in equities, suggesting active risk is more efficiently rewarded in fixed income.

The new, more volatile regime is clearly affecting active DM equity and hedge fund managers too. There is more 

divergence in manager performance – but that doesn’t mean they’re more skilful. Our estimates of information ratios – a 

gauge of manager skill – haven’t changed, consistent with Kahn & Grinold’s (1999) findings. We find the top-performing 

managers are delivering more active returns – potentially from exploiting this more uncertain, higher-risk environment. 

Our research finds that top-quartile active returns for DM equity and hedge fund managers has risen recently, like the 

interquartile range has. See Charts in the appendix. This reinforces why we believe this new environment is better for 

generating active returns, but that critically relies on skill – it’s the top-performing, skilled managers delivering more 

active returns so far. The right chart shows risk-adjusted returns of hedge funds, U.S. stocks and bonds. During periods 

of low macro volatility like post-GFC when loose monetary policy suppressed volatility, hedge funds underperformed. 

But we see central banks holding policy tight. That would look more like a pre-GFC world of greater volatility – one more 

frequently exploited by differentiated skill, insights and a dynamic approach.

Active divergence
Interquartile range of DM equity active returns, 2007-2023

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. This information 
should not be relied upon by the reader as research or investment advice regarding any 
funds, strategy or security in particular. Source: BlackRock Investment Institute, 
February 2024. Notes: The charts show the difference between the top quartile (top 
25% rank) and bottom quartile (bottom 25% rank) of active returns generated by 
alpha-seeking managers across developed market (DM) equities. We assume a median 
fee of 0.6% for DM equity funds based on a manager fee survey. Actual fees may differ. 
Fees can reduce and potentially eliminate active returns. See more in the Assumptions 
section of the appendix. We use regression analysis to estimate the relationship 
between alpha-seeking manager performance and market conditions. Regression 
analysis is backwards-looking and is only an estimate of the relationship. The future 
relationship may differ. See more in the Limitations section of the appendix. 

5

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Index returns do not 
account for fees. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. This information should 
not be relied upon by the reader as research or investment advice regarding any funds, 
strategy or security in particular. Source: BlackRock Investment Institute, HFRI with 
data from LSEG Datastream, December 2023. Notes: The chart shows the Sharpe ratios 
for the S&P 500, U.S. 10-year Treasury and hedge funds. The index proxy used for 
hedge funds is the HFRI Weighted index. The Sharpe ratio measures an asset's risk-
adjusted returns. It is calculated by dividing the asset's excess returns (typically over 
cash) by its standard deviation, which represents its risk.
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Appendix
Our framework 
As we outlined in our 2022 update to our framework, we believe alpha – returns delivered by managers beyond market 

benchmarks – falls into two categories: 1) returns that can be replicated systematically and cost-efficiently by broad 

market and factor indexes, and; 2) returns that are driven by true investment skill and cannot be systematically captured 

through an index. Our views:

Factors: Macro and equity style factors are important drivers of returns. It is important to separate this source of return 

from any  manager’s excess return relative to a benchmark to understand the return that is an investor pays for.

Returns and fees: What matters are returns net of costs. Product fees cut into returns and can reduce or, in some cases, 

eliminate the alpha an investor receives. Yet these fees vary widely and change over time. Some index and factor 

products can also have large fees. Investors should fully account for fees in portfolio construction.

Governance costs: Governance costs – those required to find and manage  managers – are an essential consideration. 

We believe manager selection and oversight are vital to achieve alpha.

Methodology
We use time series regression analysis to strip out the impact of macro and equity style factors, and other market 

indices from excess returns to estimate the underlying active returns directly attributable to manager skill for our left 

chart on page 5 and both charts on page 9 in the appendix. We go beyond the usual Ordinary Least Squares technique 

to reduce overfitting and use Ridge regression analysis instead. While none of these approaches can completely 

eliminate overfitting – explained in the limitations section below – and will only produce approximate estimates of active 

returns, Ridge regression aims to minimize the impact of overfitting. Our equities and fixed income data on returns in 

excess of a fund’s performance benchmark come from eVestment data. These returns are reported gross of fees for 

2,898 managers (as of June 2023) across asset classes in public markets. We use MSCI indices as a proxy for equity 

style factors and market benchmark indices as a proxy for macro factors across asset classes. For hedge funds, we use 

the funds within the Hedge Fund Research (HFR) Index universe (of roughly 1,168 funds, as of October 2023) and the 

returns are reported in excess of the cash rates and net of fees. The index proxies used are on the next page. 

Assumptions
For equity, we use both style factors and regional equity, and account for currency hedging in our analysis. For example, 

for U.S. large cap funds, we account for U.S. large cap style factors and do the same for emerging market (EM) and 

Europe, Australasia and Far East (EAFE) equities. Our regression model accounts for currencies for any exposure to 

EAFE stocks. We assume managers can take a hedged exposure – that is try to reduce the impact of currency moves on 

their returns – and use the DXY dollar index as a proxy to do so. 

For fixed income we use credit ratings (for example, Treasury, investment grade and high-yield) and other markets (for 

example, emerging market debt) in our analysis. We do not use any fixed income style factors as there is not enough 

history covering the time span of manager returns to determine fixed income factors – persistent drivers of returns. 

For hedge funds,  we use a few style and credit factors along with an oil factor in our analysis. Oil is one factor used to 

explain hedge fund returns in academic research to capture the short-term macro environment. 

6

Fee assumptions Index or beta Alpha-seeking

Equities 0.15%-0.5% 0.4%-0.8%

Government bonds 0.15%-0.3% 0.2%-0.25%

Investment grade credit 0.1%-0.3% 0.2%-0.25%

Sub-investment grade credit 0.4%-0.5% 0.4%-0.5%

Private markets N/A 0.5%-5.0%

Source: Mercer Global Asset Manager Fee Survey, 2017. Morningstar, BlackRock estimates. Note: Fee assumptions are given as ranges given the wide range of asset classes, 
currencies and datasets we consider in our calculations. 
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Appendix 
Limitations
Our regression technique cannot completely eliminate overfitting – where including too many potential explanations 

(our explanatory variables) for the nature of a relationship can overstate or understate the impact of the variable on the 

relationship we’re observing. For example, in the case of this paper, overfitting would be considering too many variables 

for manager performance – and it could overstate or understate the impact some of those variables have on manager 

performance. Regression analysis is backwards-looking with the benefit of hindsight and complex – it may not reliably 

predict the future relationship between manager performance and market conditions. Expert judgement from a 

manager research team on an individual fund manager could bring better clarity on how they performed. In-depth and 

practical manager research can improve on econometric techniques and analysis, like regressions, to build a better 

picture of how a fund manager might perform in the future. 

Data sources

eVestment fund database

Hedge Fund Research

7

Asset Number of funds

U.S. equities - large-cap value 315

U.S. equities – large-cap growth 237

U.S. equities – large-cap blend 295

U.S. equities – mid-caps 209

U.S. equities – small-cap 505

EM equities 352

DM ex-U.S. equities 152

UK equities 83

Europe equities 90

U.S. corporates and credit 151

U.S. high yield 152

U.S. fixed income – core 217

EM hard currency debt 66

Europe corporates 74

Total 2898

Strategy Number of funds

Equity hedge 492

Macro 188

Event-driven 129

Relative value 208

Other 151

Total 1168

Source: BlackRock Investment Institute with data from eVestment and Hedge Fund Research, January 2024. Note: The tables show the list of funds by asset class we considered for 
our analysis. eVestmentis and Hedge Fund Research are third-party data providers. More detail s are available at https://www.evestment.com/research/trends/ and 
https://www.hfr.com/
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Index proxies used to calculate outperformance
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Equity factors Index

U.S. large-cap value MSCI USA Enhanced Value

U.S. large-cap quality MSCI USA Sector Neutral Quality

U.S. large-cap min-vol MSCI USA Minimum Volatility

U.S. large-cap momentum MSCI USA Momentum

U.S. small cap MSCI USA Small Cap

Emerging markets (EM) MSCI EM

Developed markets (DM), ex-U.S. MSCI EAFE

U.S. large-cap MSCI USA

DM, ex-U.S. value MSCI EAFE Value

DM, ex-U.S. quality MSCI EAFE Quality

DM, ex-U.S. min vol MSCI EAFE Minimum Volatility

DM, ex-U.S. momentum MSCI EAFE Momentum

DM, ex-U.S. small-cap MSCI EAFE Small

Europe large-cap value MSCI Europe Enhanced Value

Europe large-cap quality MSCI Europe Sector Neutral Quality

Europe large-cap min-vol MSCI Europe Minimum Volatility

Europe large-cap momentum MSCI Europe Momentum

Europe small-cap MSCI Europe Small

Europe large-cap MSCI Europe

UK large-cap value MSCI UK Value

UK large-cap quality MSCI UK Quality 

UK large-cap min vol MSCI UK Minimum Volatility

UK large-cap momentum MSCI UK Momentum

UK small-cap MSCI UK Small

UK large-cap MSCI UK

EM value MSCI EM Enhanced Value

Fixed income factors Index

U.S. high yield IBOXX $ Liquid High Yield

U.S. corporates and credit IBOXX $ Liquid Investment Grade

EM, hard currency debt JPM EMBI Global Core Index

U.S. long-dated government bonds ICE BofA 7-10 Year US Treasury Index 

EM debt JPM GBI-EM Global Diversified Composite

U.S. inflation-linked bonds Bloomberg U.S. Treasury: U.S. TIPS USD

U.S. government bonds Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate USD 

Europe corporates ICE BofA Euro Corporate

Europe high yield IBOXX Euro Liquid High Yield

Europe long-dated government bonds ICE BofA 7-10 Year Euro Government Index

Euro inflation-linked bonds ICE BofA Euro Inflation-Linked Government Index

Hedge fund factors Index

U.S. market MSCI USA

Value MSCI USA Value

Growth MSCI USA Growth

Duration Lehman Brothers U.S. Treasury Index

U.S. investment grade Lehman Brothers U.S. Credit Index

U.S. high yield Lehman Brothers U.S. Corporate High Yield Index

Oil Dow Jones UBS Crude Oil Total Return Index
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Charts
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as research or investment advice regarding any funds, 
strategy or security in particular Source: BlackRock Investment Institute, February 2024. Notes: The charts show the top quartile (top 25% rank) active returns generated by alpha-
seeking managers across developed market (DM) equities and hedge funds. We assume a median fee of 0.6% for DM equity funds based on a manager fee survey. Actual fess may 
differ. Active returns for hedge fund managers is net of fees – as the overall returns are reported net of fees. Fees can reduce and potentially eliminate active returns. See more in 
Assumptions section of the appendix. We use regression analysis to estimate the relationship between alpha-seeking manager performance and market conditions. Regression 
analysis is backwards-looking and is only an estimate of the relationship. The future relationship may differ. See more in the Limitations section of the appendix. 
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BlackRock Investment Institute
The BlackRock Investment Institute (BII) leverages the firm’s expertise to provide insights on the global economy, 

markets, geopolitics and long-term asset allocation – all to help our clients and portfolio managers navigate financial 

markets. BII offers strategic and tactical market views, publications and digital tools that are underpinned by 

proprietary research. 

General disclosure: This material is intended for information purposes only, and does not constitute investment advice, a recommendation or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell 
any securities to any person in any jurisdiction in which an offer, solicitation, purchase or sale would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. This material may 
contain estimates and forward-looking statements, which may include forecasts and do not represent a guarantee of future performance. This information is not intended to be 
complete or exhaustive. No representations or warranties, either express or implied, are made regarding the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein. The 
opinions expressed are as of February 2024 and are subject to change without notice. Reliance upon information in this material is at the sole discretion of the reader. Investing 
involves risks.

In the U.S., this material is intended for Institutional use only, not for public distribution. In Canada, this material is intended for institutional investors only. In the UK and Non-
European Economic Area (EEA) countries: this is Issued by BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
Registered office: 12 Throgmorton Avenue, London, EC2N 2DL. Tel: + 44 (0)20 7743 3000. Registered in England and Wales No. 02020394. For your protection telephone calls 
are usually recorded. Please refer to the Financial Conduct Authority website for a list of authorised activities conducted by BlackRock. In the European Economic Area (EEA): this is 
Issued by BlackRock (Netherlands) B.V. is authorised and regulated by the Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets. Registered office Amstelplein 1, 1096 HA, Amsterdam, Tel: 
020 – 549 5200, Tel: 31-20-549-5200. Trade Register No. 17068311 For your protection telephone calls are usually recorded. For qualified investors in Switzerland: This 
document is marketing material. This document shall be exclusively made available to, and directed at, qualified investors as defined in Article 10 (3) of the CISA of 23 June 2006, as 
amended, at the exclusion of qualified investors with an opting-out pursuant to Art. 5 (1) of the Swiss Federal Act on Financial Services ("FinSA"). For information on art. 8 / 9 
Financial Services Act (FinSA) and on your client segmentation under art. 4 FinSA, please see the following website: www.blackrock.com/finsa. For investors in Italy: This document is 
marketing material: Before investing please read the Prospectus and the PRIIPS available on www.blackrock.com/it, which contain a summary of investors’ rights. For information on 
investor rights and how to raise complaints please go to https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/compliance/investor-right available in Italian. For investors in Israel: BlackRock 
Investment Management (UK) Limited is not licensed under Israel’s Regulation of Investment Advice, Investment Marketing and Portfolio Management Law, 5755-1995 (the “Advice 
Law”), nor does it carry insurance thereunder. In South Africa, please be advised that BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited is an authorized financial services provider with 
the South African Financial Services Board, FSP No. 43288. In the DIFC this material can be distributed in and from the Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC) by BlackRock 
Advisors (UK) Limited — Dubai Branch which is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA). This material is only directed at 'Professional Clients’ and no other person 
should rely upon the information contained within it. Blackrock Advisors (UK) Limited -Dubai Branch is a DIFC Foreign Recognised Company registered with the DIFC Registrar of 
Companies (DIFC Registered Number 546), with its office at Unit L15 - 01A, ICD Brookfield Place, Dubai International Financial Centre, PO Box 506661, Dubai, UAE, and is 
regulated by the DFSA to engage in the regulated activities of ‘Advising on Financial Products’ and ‘Arranging Deals in Investments’ in or from the DIFC, both of which are limited to 
units in a collective investment fund (DFSA Reference Number F000738). In the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, issued by BlackRock Saudi Arabia, authorised and regulated by the Capital 
Market Authority (License Number 18- 192-30). Registered office: 7976 Salim Ibn Abi Bakr Shaikan St, 2223 West Umm Al Hamam District Riyadh, 12329 Riyadh, Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia, Tel: +966 11 838 3600. CR No, 1010479419. For your protection telephone calls are usually recorded. Please refer to the Capital Market Authority website for a list 
of authorised activities conducted by BlackRock Saudi Arabia. You may only reproduce, circulate and use this document (or any part of it) with the consent of BlackRock. In the United 
Arab Emirates this material is only intended for -natural Qualified Investor as defined by the Securities and Commodities Authority (SCA) Chairman Decision No. 3/R.M. of 2017 
concerning Promoting and Introducing Regulations. Neither the DFSA or any other authority or regulator located in the GCC or MENA region has approved this information. In the 
State of Kuwait, those who meet the description of a Professional Client as defined under the Kuwait Capital Markets Law and its Executive Bylaws. In the Sultanate of Oman, to 
sophisticated institutions who have experience in investing in local and international securities, are financially solvent and have knowledge of the risks associated with investing in 
securities. In Qatar, for distribution with pre-selected institutional investors or high net worth investors. In the Kingdom of Bahrain, to Central Bank of Bahrain (CBB) Category 1 or 
Category 2 licensed investment firms, CBB licensed banks or those who would meet the description of an Expert Investor or Accredited Investors as defined in the CBB Rulebook. In 
Singapore, this is issued by BlackRock (Singapore) Limited (Co. registration no. 200010143N) for use only with institutional investors as defined in Section 4A of the Securities and 
FuturesAct, Chapter 289 of Singapore. This advertisement or publication has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. In Hong Kong, this material is issued by 
BlackRock Asset Management North Asia Limited and has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong. This material is for distribution to "Professional 
Investors" (as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap.571 of the laws of Hong Kong) and any rules made under that ordinance) and should not be relied upon by any 
other persons or redistributed to retail clients in Hong Kong. In Taiwan, independently operated by BlackRock Investment Management (Taiwan) Limited. Address: 28F., No. 100, 
Songren Rd., Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 110, Taiwan. Tel: (02)23261600. In South Korea, this information is issued by BlackRock Investment (Korea) Limited. This material is for 
distribution to the Qualified Professional Investors (as defined in the Financial Investment Services and Capital Market Act and its sub-regulations) and for information or educational 
purposes only, and does not constitute investment advice or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sells in any securities or any investment strategies. In Japan, this is issued by 
BlackRock Japan. Co., Ltd. (Financial Instruments Business Operator: The Kanto Regional Financial Bureau. License No375, Association Memberships: Japan Investment Advisers 
Association, the Investment Trusts Association, Japan, Japan Securities Dealers Association, Type II Financial Instruments Firms Association.) for Professional Investors only 
(Professional Investor is defined in Financial Instruments and Exchange Act). In Australia & New Zealand, issued by BlackRock Investment Management (Australia) Limited ABN 13 
006 165 975, AFSL 230 523 (BIMAL) for the exclusive use of the recipient, who warrants by receipt of this material that they are a wholesale client as defined under the Australian 
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and the New Zealand Financial Advisers Act 2008 respectively. Refer to BIMAL’s Financial Services Guide on its website for more information. In China, 
this material may not be distributed to individuals resident in the People's Republic of China ("PRC", for such purposes, not applicable to Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan) or entities 
registered in the PRC unless such parties have received all the required PRC government approvals to participate in any investment or receive any investment advisory or investment 
management services. For Other APAC Countries, this material is issued for Institutional Investors only (or professional/sophisticated/qualified investors, as such term may apply in 
local jurisdictions) and does not constitute investment advice or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell in any securities, BlackRock funds or any investment strategy nor shall any 
securities be offered or sold to any person in any jurisdiction in which an offer, solicitation, purchase or sale would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. In Latin 
America, for institutional investors and financial intermediaries only (not for public distribution). This material is for educational purposes only it is your responsibility to inform 
yourself of, and to observe, all applicable laws and regulations of your relevant jurisdiction. In Mexico, these materials are being shared in the understanding that the addressee is an 
Institutional or Qualified investor as defined under Mexican Securities (Ley del Mercado de Valores). 

©2024  BlackRock, Inc. All Rights Reserved. BLACKROCK is a registered trademark of BlackRock, Inc., or its subsidiaries in the United States and elsewhere. All other trademarks are 
those of their respective owners.

FOR INSTITUTIONAL, PROFESSIONAL, QUALIFIED INVESTORS AND QUALIFIED CLIENTS IN PERMITTED COUNTRIES.
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